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outcomeofChineserevolutionprovesthecorrectnessoftheattitude
of the cPC under the leadership of comrade Mao, who, while being

loyal to Comintern and receptive to the guidance Comrade Stalin

provided, has used the fraternal help and guidance to advance the

Lause of revolution. Thus, they could come out successfully' Indian

leadership could do neither, inspite of genuine attempts of the

international leadership to help during various phases of Indian

revolution.

Everyone knows that the central leadership of the party had no

contribuiion in developing the armed struggle in Telangana since

its eadier stages. In fact, it was the victim of the wrong policies

adopted by the leadership from the very beginning' The Telangana

*""0 struggle had developed and survived inspite of the right

oppoftunistandleftadventuristpoliciesofthecentralleadership
withoutanyconcreteguidarrceandhelp.Thisisthepositiveaspect
of the armed stmggle which provides us with the necessary expenence

whichcanandmustbeusedfortheadvanceoflndianrevolution.
At the same time, it had its own short-comings born out of the

wrongpoliciesthatthecentra]leadershiphadadoptedalthrough
except for a brief period during 1950'

In view of this, it is strange and rnonstrous to say that Comrade

Stalin asked the leadership of the party to take a decision for

withdrawalofanarmedstrugglewhichhaslastedforaboutlrve
years with which the central leadership was not positively connected

io ury way and which has nci experience of armed struggle itself.

At the same time we can understand the implications of the

words which Comrade Stalin was reported to have used that 'it ls

a pity that you ccmruot defend the struggle' (meaning Telangana armed

sruggte.) If those words mean anything' it is tlnt, he had come

to ttre conctusion, by that time, that the leadership was unf,rt to

leadthestruggleasitdidnotpossessthenecessaryrevolutionary
characterstics that are necessary to lead the armed stmggle in the

most difficult cfucumstance in which it was going on'

In view of the above, the 'gist' of the discussions that Sundarayya

attemped to reproduce in his book (pp' 4A-16), cannol be treated

asanhonestpresentationofthesubjectdiscussed.Neitherithas
any documentary evidence in support of this, nor it is based on

understanding contained in the documeril A Note on Indian Situation

(1951). Hence it has to be rejected as baseless' (19'74)

Refutation of Wrong Tfends Advocating
Withdrawal Of Telangana Armed Struggle*

PREFACE

The armed struggle, for that matter, the revolutionary movement,
in Telangana is important for Indian Revolution, in more than one
way. Firstly it has provided an occasion to test the general line
followed by the then Communist Party of India. It was proved
that the line was wrong. Secondly it has provided a path for Indian
Revolution. I am aware that not all are unanimous about these
points. They have been controversial in the past and they continue
to be so.

Of late, there has been some discussion going on, on origin,
development and end of this struggle. There have been books and
articles by authors, some of whom are directly or indirectly connected
with the movement and others were not. For the youngff generation,
it is a thing of past. Therefore, a few of them, who are interested
in the subject, are going in for the research work on the subject
and its various aspects. All this is a welcome development because
it is a subiect matter which has become a living subject discussed
again and again.

Another positive feature, the most important at that, is that the
discussion is related to the line to be adopted as a path of Indian
Revolution. So far as we are concarned, our general line is worked
out on the basis of the experiences and lessons we have drawn
from Telangana Armed Struggle. Others have their own versions
of the struggle as well as its lessons. Some others claim that their
line is the same as ours but their practice is quite opposite and
nothing common with ours. Therefore, we have been joining issues

with them. Our opponents, more so in Andhra, are attaching
importance to the subject because Telangana Armed struggle has

become part and parcel of the consciousness of entire people in

*This is the title of a document written in Telugu'by D.V.Rao and adopted by
the Secretariat of the Andhra Provincial Committee of CPI in 1949. The PREFACE
was written for the first English version, published in 1982.
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Andhra Pradesh, though there is a dit-t'erence in degrees tiom region

to region. Therefore they are putting up a show that their general

line is in accorance with the experiences of this armed struggle,

to convince their tbllowing. It is a futile attempt in which they

zre indulging.

I

There were two trends in the Telangana people's movement from

the very beginning i.e., anti-Nizam irnd plo-Nehru, and anti-Nizam

and anti-Nehru. Of course there was another'trend which was of

a local nature and was presented by the llyderabad city committee.

It can be characterised as Azad H)'derabad trend' Though this was

part and parcel of fbrmer one althrough, it has appeared in a specitic

form and in specitic conditions. They have never been academic'

They were operating because cornmunists, as practical workers, were

working among the people, i.e, workers, peasants, middle classes

and other sections of the people who were to be mobilised against

Nizam's regime. And the mobilisation was not limited to public

meetings and rallies, which were rare because there was no semblance

of civil liberties in the State. Theretbre, any genuine mobilisation

of people would have only taken place' when the struggles, class

struggles at that, were taking place. This does not mean that there

were no public meetings or railies. In fact they were held, but

only with the permission of the government, wltich 
"r'as 

accorded

rarely and sparinglY.

One of these trends is associated with right opportunism

represented by late PC Joshi, who was the Secreury of the Party

till the end of 1947. It can be said that it (anti-Nizam and pro-

Nehru trend) was dominant iluring the same period. This expressed

in the movement in the tbrm of lining up with a section of the

State Congressmen who were claiming that they were for a mass

movement against the Nizam. In tact there was no such movernent

at any time, and there was no programme activity organising it'

They were the state Congressmen who belonged to such section

as Swimy Ramananda Thirtha, Govinda Das Sharaff etc' They

had their counterparts in Telangana, and Warangal Distnct (which

includes present Khammam Dist) was an important centre where

Ihey were present. But the course of the movement proved that

there were no such elemerlts in Nalgonda district and it left uo

scope for them to emerge. of course there were a few individuals

hare and there who claimed that they were nationalists, but in tact
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they were Gandhians just like any others. This was the picture
outside the Party.

Telangana people's movement, taken as a whole, covers entire
Telangana because there was the working class movement, a student
movement, a movement of the middle classes, specially the gumastas,

i.e., clerks working in private shops etc. There was a movement
of weavers and such artisans. All these movements had more or
less 'l-elangana-wide character because the organisations were spread

all over it including Hyderabad. But So far as the peasant movement
is concerned, it was more or less concentrated in the two districts
of Nalgonda and Warangal, though other districts too had their
share, Karimnagar being one such importart district. Therefore,
when dealing with the peasant movement, we were confronted with
these trends more often, and we had to decide one way or the
other, what attitude we should adopt towards these trends.

Nalgonda district was the centre of the anti-Nizam and anti-
Nehru trend, which has taken birth in a part of it (Suryapet) and
which has grown strong as the movement also grew. At the same

time, even in that district, anti-Nizarn pro-Nehru trend was present
in strength and there was a constant contlict althrough, though for
a.long time there was no confrontation between the two. But the
anti-Niziun pro-Nehru trend had its own adverse etl-ects on the
movement in the district as a whole but it had its roots in certain
parts, where it was strong (Bhongiri etc) Though such trends were
there in Warangal district also, the anti-Nizam anti-Nehru trend
was f'eeble and could not assert itself in practice, as the character
of the peasant movement which took shape in the district showed.
To be more precise, in places where anti-Nizam anti-Nehru trend
took roots and asserted itself we could build an agrarian and anti-
t-eudal peasant movement, and where it was weak or non-existent,
such a movement could not be built. In such areas there was

a general anti-Nizam peasant movement which was loose and less

organised, so that it could not be transtbrmed into an anti-feudal
revolutionary movement.

II
Viewed in this background, the mistakes the communists

committed and the shortcomings that were existing in the movement
were not related to the local leadership alone. In lact the wrong
line that was advocated and implemented by the leadership of the
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centre as well as the state (Andhra PC-as it was called) was solely

responsible for what had happened. There was no line of building
an anti-feudal agrarian revolutionary movement under the leadership

of the party with a clear-cut programme. It is a fact there was

a difference between the situation existing in Telangana and coastal

and Rayalaseema districts, which were pafi of British India at that

time. But this was in regard to civil liberties and certain other
features existing in deltaic areas. There too were vast areas where

feudal exploitation and oppression was rampant and it was possible

to develop an anti-feudal agrarian revolutionary movement in those

areas. But the right opportunism that existed and dominated at

that time prevented the party from taking up this task in right earnest

manner. Therefore the anti-Nizam-pro-Nehru right opportunist trend
was not of a local nature either inside Nalgonda and Warangal dishicts,
or in Telangana. But it was of an all-Andhra character. In fact
it was an all-India feature.

Therefore the anti-feudal agrarian revolutionary movement which
developed in parts of Telangana, that is Nalgonda and to an extent
Khammam and Warangal, was neither a spontaneous movement nor
merely a product of Telangana being a part of feudal Nizarn State.

It was a revolutionary movement headed by a revolutionary trend
inside the party as against the offrcial policy of the then existing
pirty. The anti-Nizam aspect had helped to tone down the struggle
between the two trends because both were united against Nizam
and the revolutionary movement that was headed by this anti-Nizam
movement enormously conftibuted to the growth of the political
prestige of the party not only in Telangana but in coastal and

Rayalaseema parts of Andhra also. Perhaps there might be another

reason for not having any confrontation between the two trends:

it was that the dominant right opportunist trend did not know to

what levels this movement would reach in so short a time. In
a way, this trend was caught unaware at every turning point, so

that, it could not decide what to do and what not to do to suppress

the other trend that was revolutionary. But they could contain its
growth to a certain extent.

Theretbre, the top leadership could not entbrce totally its line
of class collaboration and Right opportunism when faced with a

new situation which was developing against that line. There was

a shortcoming with. the revolutionary trend also, perhaps indispensable

in the given situation, in that the comrades concemed had to work

T
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within the framework of official and wrong line. Therefore, even
when the movement and organisation were developing as
revolutionary and basically on coffect lines, certain weaknesses did
remain in them. And they could not be fought out as long as

the ofticial line was on force, and as long as the revolutionary trend
was not conscious of the wrongness of the ofTicial line and its
consequences. In a way, the revolutionary trend co-existed with
the right opportunism formally, though in practice both were opposite
as was manifested by two different types of the movement, one
revolutionary, and the other, retbrmist.

To be more precise, in the earliest phase of the movement we
were developing contacts and searching for reliable cadres who can
work for the party and among the masses. We distributed literature
and organised campaigns by mobilising the masses on issues within
the tiamework of the law. This was the period when the party
was banned and intense represion was there on it. This period
etded by 1942. And then we went into the masses to organise
peasant struggles against landlords in a limited scale until the middle
of 1944. Though there was relaxation in overall repression against
the party due to our supporting anti-Fascisf war, we had to undergo
severe repression due to organising these struggles, though they were
limited in scope to an extent. There were differences inside the
party at the state level in that the right opportunist trend grumbled
that they were essential and there was nothing wrong with them.
Though the right opportunist leadership could not stop the struggles
being organised, it could successfully prevent the development of
similar struggles in other parts of the district and Telangana as a
whole. Thus the struggles organised and developed by the Comrades
belonging to'reyolutionary trend and its leadership were more or
less isolated and were suppressed by the authorities, though
temporarily and partially. The same thing happened when a struggle
developed to a higher level, i.e., covering an extensive area in
Janagaon Though we conf,rned ourselves tg legal activities in the
main, we had also mobiised peasantry on a big scale against bigger
and more oppressive feudal landlords. Though there were no
differences in the earlier phase as long as we confined ourselves
to legal activities, we again had to fight an isolated battle in 1945
and 1946 when the land distribution and armed resistance began.
This time there was no active opposition to this phase of the
moyement; but not taking up same issues and not extending the
movement in the sarne district and other districts, had not only
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weakened the movement (1945-1946) in Nalgonda district, but also

prevented developing a similar movemen[ throughout Telangana

where similar conditions did exist. This was due to the predominance

of the right opportunist trend.

III

Situation changed when anti-Nizam struggle started some fime

around August 1947 because tho Nizam had relused to join in hdian

Union. The struggle was joiued by the Congressmen, and in

Teliurgana we were in the forefiont. Then again there were ditl'erences

whether we shoulcl ft|ke up the programme of land distribution or

not. At sorne stage we took it up' but to some extent it' was delayed,

in most of the districts iL was not inplemented. obviously tltis
had its aclverse impact ou the development of agrarian revolutionary

movement in entire Telangana. Theretbre, by the time the Central

Govemment rnarched its armies into Telangana to suppress the

agrarian revolutiouary movernent, which developed in the two districts

in the main (Nalgonda and Warangal)' the leadership, the piuty and

the movement had to lace a disatlvantageous sit-uation not only in

tacing stronger anned (brces of the Union Government but also

in having no such movement in other parts of Telangana' Added

to this, the right opportunist wing of the party stabbed in the back

of the movement by disorganising and abandoning it. This was

the situation we had laced immediately after the Union armies entcred.

This was also the tirne when there was a change in the piuty

line from one of right opportunism to le1l adver,turism' The Second

Party Congress took place in February, 1948, which provided tlte

party the lefl adventurist line. Seeing that there was an all-sided

iecognition to the Telangana armetl struggle that was going on in

isolation till that time, P. C. leadership, with the limited understiutdittg

provided by the struggle dared to put forward a line lor future of

Indian Revolution in its document, wltich was prepared and sent

to the Polit Bureau of the party. The Polit Bureau, instead of realisittg

the correctness of the line and working out a line ior Indian

Revolution, denounced it outright and reiected as reformist. This

step of the leadership, which was expected to take up the responsibility

of helping the struggle in all its aspects, was again a stab in the

back of the struggle which was already undergoing critical phases

due to suppression by Nizam and Union military lbrces'

A left adventuristic line alwilys sees right opportunism or
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retbrmism in a basically correct revolutionary line. This was so

in the past, the same continues even today. At the same time,

it was not opposed to continue the armed struggle in Telangana

against Nehru Government and its armies. Therefore it wa-s a blessing

in disguise tbr us who were lbr continuing the armed slruggle, and

in fact we were continuing the armed struggle by the time the Polit
Bureau has reiected our line and the document in which the line
was incorporated. This is not to say that there was nothing wrong

in the document. In fact, it contained certain shortcomings which
could be overcome by a healthy and proper discussion. But this

did not happen. As a result, we had to tace additronal difticulties
and obstacles which were of a serious nature than what it would
have been if there was a coffect line.

An armed sruggle of this nature could be conducted only on

the basis of a basically correct line, or there must be enough provision

inside the party to conduct armed struggle and an internal struggle
tbr a correct line basing on it. But to our disappointment, there

was no inner-party democracy to conduct an inner-party struggle

and armed struggle simultaneously. Therelbre, a situation has arisen

where we had to compromise with the wrong line to certain extent

and continue the armed struggle. This again could be compared

lavOurably with a situation which was existing during the earlier
phase of the movement when a revolutionary trend backed by the

revolutionary movement was developing within the fra.mework of
the wrong and relbrmist line and overwhelmingly reformist mass

movement. The difl-erence was that the leadership had a basically
coinect line as mentioned above, while the central leadership (PB)

had reiected it outdght characterising it as retbrmist. This is not

a small ditl'erence which could be ignored. It was dift-erence of
basic and important nature which came in the way of defending

and extending the movement in a correct direction.

This is not to say that the PC leadership was tiee from mistakes

while leading the armed struggle. It could not correctly asses the

growing level of the movement even in the limited area of two

districts and its consequences. Therefore, it could not prepare itself
and the movement for the impending military intervention of the

Union Govemment and prepare itself and the party to face it. As

a result, even a section of the revolutionary trend which wanted
to continue the armed struggle was reduced to a state of helplessness.

Therefbre, barring a section of this trend, the major part of the

ii,

$
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leadership of the area of the armed struggle advocated its withdrawal
and in fact laid down arms. They had their own reasons advanced

fbr their contiuuation of withdrawing it. They were discussed in

this document comprehensively. An important f'eature of this

document is that it has not gone in lbr quotations tiom the classics.

Rather it relied on the experiences that we gained during the various

stages of the Telangana movement including the armed struggle.

We have summecl up these 0xperiences to the extent we understood

them and drawn basically correct lessons which are valid even today.

At the same time, we had to work out this document within the

fiame work of the wrong line that was t-orced on us by the Polit
Bureau. Some of the quotations and explanations given in this

document contain exracts tiom the Polit Bureau document. 'Tactical

Line' as it was called. And we used them to del'end our line of
continuing armed struggle. Barring this, the rest of the document

gives more or less a correct picture of the situation existing then

and a correct progmmme to continue the armed struggle.

'IV

In fact the Polit Bureau itself was a victim of desperationism.

Which is manifested in its attitude towards Telangana Armed Struggle

in the tbllowing manner: "It is no doubt true that Telangana is in
danger and it has to bear the brunt. That it is more or less isolated.

Yet we must fight to the last. Because by not resisting you are

not only not going to save anything but completely demoralise the

people. Whether you resist or not, repressioc is going to be brutal.

Prolonged and protracted resistance, if possible, however, might even

retrieve the situation if we keep it prolonged for a time" (Documents

of the History of CPI, Vol.V[, p.417. PPH).

Herb the Polit Bureau, after three months of police action, sees

that there is a danger of Telangana armed struggle being crushed

because it did not evaporate immediately after it, as was perhaps

anticipated by it. Therefore it only could see the danger, having

no confidence that a deep-rooted agrarian revolutionary movement,

with a programme of land distribution could not only sustain armed

struggle against the onslaughts of the Union armies, but could advance

it also, because we had taken up guerilla warfare and not a positional

warfare as our form of struggle. It should be noted that the Polit

Bureau was silent about guerilla warfare as our form of struggle-

It should be noted that the Polit Bureau was silent about guerilla

warfare as its strategy and tactics as enunciated by Mao (some extracts
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from his works were quoted in f}te documents) because it wes opposed
to Mao as such. Not only thal it was waiting 1br insurrection
which it thought was round the corner. Polit Bureau realises that
the armed struggle was more or less isolated. Which was a tact.
But such an isolation was the creation of Polit Bureau itself, because
having sufficient time -- of more than nine months eversince it
carne into existence in February 1948 (The police action took place
after six months--Sep 13, 1948 -- and the above tbrmulation was
made three and half months after the Police action, i.e., the end
of the Dec. 1948) -- it could not prepare the organisation and the
mass movement in various states either to take up the issue of
Telangana and campaign tbr its solidarity or to reorganise the mass
movement so as to take it to higher levels. It advanced the existence
of retbrmism as the whole reason lbr it. It did nothing to overcome
it.

It wanted that Polit Bureau should light to the last but not to
continue the armed struggle. There is a difl-erence between continuing
armed stmggle and tighting to the last. The former means a protracted
armed struggle reaching higher levels; :urd tighting to the last means
to resist till the last man dies and then the armed struggle aulomatically
stops. This betrayed the lack of contidence in the peasant armed
struggle. Theretbre, Polit Bureau put up a militant posture by
advocating to fight to the last. It was not shy of saying that by
not resisting we are not only not going to save anything but
completely dernoralise the people. Theretbre, it wanted resistance
so as not to demoralise the people; and not for det'ending the
gains of armed struggle, about which the Polit Bureau might have
thought that they were already lost. Further, it thought that by
prolonging the resistance, the situation might come wherein struggles
might tzke place in other places leading to insurrection. Subsequent
events show that though the situation is ripe for peasants to take
up alms in yarious places (Armed Struggle in Tripura in 1950),
such measures were not taken; instead, the struggles were allowed
tobe fizzled out (Wodi in Maharashtra, peasant struggles in Kerala
and elsewhere).

Theretbre, the dbsperationism mentioned in the document applied
to the Polit Bureau itself. We did not comment on it; instead,
we le1l it at that. As far as I remember, some comrades, either
from Telangana or from elsewhere rvithin the jurisdiction of the
PC, had also expressed a more or less similar view.
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There are cerlain mistaken views of the Polit Bureau incorporated

in the document as I mentioned above. one of them related to

srategy. The strategy has been visualised in Andhra Secretariat's

docurnent which is popularly known as Andhra Thesis. It contained

the following: "Objective: to overthrow

J:edual combine and completely wipe out aLl

rnedievalism and colttnial irnpress. Main

workers, both rttral and industrial. Imrnediate reserye: Peasantry

in general with the exception of those rich farmers who are unable

to shake off their taits (i feuclalism; and poor and middle peasants,

in part eserve.s throughout this stage

of new ion of the main blow: against

the col its henchnten who haYe been

duping the peasantry and are still lrying to keep their grip on theltx

lo'betrar- the revoltttion. T-lxe proletariat nusl carry to completion

the new dentocratic revolution by al$ing itself with the mass of

peasants in general and poor and middle peasants in partict,rlar
'in 

order to crush by force the power of resistance of the imperialist-

big brtsiness-fettdul combine and paralltse instability of the rniddle

biurgeoisie, upper utidllle class and a section of the rich peasantry"

(p.837.tbid) /
I can not say that the strategy as tbrmulated here is correct'

It is det'ective in many respects and was liable tbr correction and

improvement. At the sarne time, it was a strategy tbr new democratic

revolution in which the object of the revolution was to overthrow

the collaborationst big bourgeois-t'eudal combine. Though the Thesis

mentioned that it was imperialist - big business - feudal combine,

by overthrowing the big business-feuclal cornbine the revolution

automatically liquiclates imperialism. Therelbre to say that it is

a partner in the state power was not correct. In other respects'

though there is a possibility tbr improvement, the fact remains that

the strategy visualises a united tiont with national bourgeoisie and

rich peasantry. The national bourgeoisie was mentioned there as

middle bourgeoisie. It also was clear about the hegemony of the

prolatariat in the new democratic revolution.

Theretbre the strategy that we mentioned in the document is

not correct eue, according to our own understanding at that tirhe.

We mentioned it only to be in line with the then Polit Bureau,

ln the same way, throughout the document, we mentioned it wils

the bourgeoisie who is in power and not. imperialist-big business-
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fbudal combine, as mentioned in the Andhra Thesis. In the same

way, there was another extract from the Polit Bureau Document
(Tactical Line) which was related to tlre developing struggles in
that period. It was: "These struggles bear one special
character..........its stage being determined by the tbrm and successful
character of the resistance oll'ered" (See P. 13 - l4).

This was rather over simplitying the picture of that time though
it was the same in 1945 - 1946 and 1947:. but later, the mass

upsurge was continuing though not of the same level. The very
liict that the rallway-men strike which was to take place subsequently
was a miserable failure, and the struggles that were taking place
earlier could not continue, proved that though there was not a period
of lull as such, there was no powerf'ul mass upsurge in subsequent
months. All the same, people were on the move, and wherever
we could organise them into struggle, they were ready to take pafl
in them; even then they continued lbr a long time. Situation in
Telangana was also the sarne.

v
The document has a distinct tbature in posing the question of

path of Indian revolution as shown by Telangana armed struggle,
though it was tbrced to link it with thc insurrection in accordance
with the then Polit Bureau line. This is how it puts it.

"The experiences that w,e had in Telangana anned struggle have
shown a new palh. Jbr New Deruocratic Revolution in Ind.ia. Here
the class strugge has reached a hi.gher level in the countryside even

be.fore the working class was preparedfor insurrection. Br- creating
a people's arrny and. overthrowing Nizam's power th.rough armed
stn4991e.......... on lhe basis of the sl.oguns of land to the tiller and
Gram Rajyas..........we could. cornmence and advance revolution.
Thctugh, ufier military action, lhe armed struggle suffered major
setbacks because of weaknesses in the movenrcnt, tlrc Congress-Nizam
set of ruling clas.re,s failed to suppress il by their armed forces.
On the other hand, it is again spreading in the slruggle areas and.

extending to newer areas. Tluts Telangana Armed Struggle was

not conflned to overtlxrowing Nizam's rule; instead it is continuing
to overthrow the Indian Bourgeoisie also from power. The experience

of Telanganu proves clearly that, even in India, it is possible to

overthrow Bourg,eois- Znmindari rule in the countryside by developing
guerilla struggles basing on l.and question, and that such stn,rggles
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witl be of utmost help to the proletariat's struggle to seize power

through insurrection.........." (See Page j8).

Eadier, we had dealt rvith the distinguishing features of successful

Russian and Chinese revolutions and applied their experiences to

our own revolution. But we never said that it will take the course

of either of the two or both. We said clearly that it is Telangana

which showed a new path tor New Democratic Revolution of India
in unmistakable terms. If we had in mind that it is the Chinese

path, we would not have said it is a new path. A new path is
always a new path, which distinguishes itself with others. Therefore,

our view that Telangana armed struggle has shown a new path for
Indian revolution is not a new one of today, but it took its origin
long back when Telangana armed struggle was developing and

continuing. The mention of insurrection was superfluous. Because

it was meant only to be in tune with Polit Bureau's line as was

mentioned earlier; in tact it contradicts the idea of insurrection.

Because the armed struggle being a new path cannot subordinate

itself to insurrection. Therelbre, the insurrection's secondary role
will be there and not primary role. This is how the new path took

its origin and developed.- Therefore, those (Chandra Pulla Reddy

etc) who think that I have borrowed this idea tiom China or Chinese

writings in 1967-68 are wrong, and their stand is baseless. I had

these views at that time itself. And when I advocated the same

after we broke from CPI (M), I was reviving the old idea and not

a new fabricated and manipulated one as CP Reddy has developed

tbr his own reasons.

VI

The document often mentions about the mistakes committed and

the shortcomings of the movement. It has pointed out some of
them as being the open methods of functioning instead of secret

methods; failure to buiid the political organisation at lower levels
(villages) and doing everything through armed guerilla squads; failure

to draw masses to actively partrcipate in the armed struggle in majority
of the places and thus reducting them as passive spectators etc.

This was true. Apafi tiom this there was one impor[ant shortcoming,

that was a wrong line followed by f}te central leadership which

had its own disastrous etlect on the entire course of armed struggle.

Unless we realise its important aspect, we cannot understand*why
the other mistrkes were committed in conducting the struggle. Some

of the other mistakes were the tendencies of militarism; compromise
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with land lords, ard sometirnes giving them a leading position in
the struggle; lraving illusions in the liberating role ofr the Congress
and the Union Government and creating these illusiorrs among the
people instead of lighting them back; failure to prepare the pzrty
and guerillas in advance to tace the onslaughts of the Union Army
eLc.-- these were some of the weaknesses manif'ested. It should
be known tlut we were racing against time with a disinterested
central leadership at the top. At the same time, any leadership
with a political fbresight should take these measurss whatever be
the attitude of the cenffe and others.

That we could improve the situation by coutinuing the struggle
was evidenf by the reports and subsequent experiences liom the
strugglc areas and those areas where we extended. It shows that
if we had a corrcct line trour the beginning and acted accordingly
lrom top to bottom, the situation would have been very favourable,
bu[ u,e cor.rld not expect it in the given situation. And also we
cannol adopt an at"titudc of if it w,ere so'and such deviations are
products ol the internal a.nd external situations in a given period.

The document appears to be belated as the date of its iinalisation
shows (September, 1949, onc year after the police action). The
background of t-his situation is as lbllowing; We prepared our draft
txttc (Andhrtt Th.esis) in the Miuch itself -- roughly after one month
of Party Cilrgress -- and sent it to the Polit Bureau either in April
or in May.

Ihcre was uo reaction trom the Polit Bureau till the meeting
of the Polit Burcau was concluded, which was long at'ter the document
was seut, ie.. 9 rlonths. Mcanrvhile the armed struggle continued
and advanccd till the police actirxr and received severe setbacks
iurrnediately attcr it. We cont.inued anned struggle atter the police
action on our own rcsponsibility and Polit Bureau had no role to
play in it. Though rnyself and Sundirayya, who were in the struggle
ifeas at the time of police action, instructed the area committees
to continue the amred struggle, and to retreat the guerilla squads
and important leading cadres to the tbrest areas, while making
arrangements to put up resistance and def'end the gains tiom the
local otl'ensive ol' the landlords and Lhe Govt. tbrces, they could
not materialise because of tho weaknesses existing in the organisation
and the novement. 'l'he main rcason lbr suttbring so many losses
rvus this.
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A meeting of the Polit Bureau concluded by the end of December'

1948. We had the documents with us either in January or February

when we stafied discussion on them. While discussing them' we

worked out a line for continuing the armed struggle in ,And,hra

Committee's Letter', and in political resolution on the Hyderabad

state. In which the then existing situation was analysed' It was

those comrades who were either opposed to the line of continuing

armed struggle or are not satistjed with our approach, sent their

criticism togetrrer with proposing a political rereat by witlidrawing

armea struggle and abandoning the revolutionary gains' We dealt

tneir views by criticising on the basis of the experiences we had

by then in the armed struggle in Telangana itself' We issued a

first set of documents, i.e., the 'Andhra committee's lttter a,Jld Political

Resolution some time in April, and it took six months to issue

this document atler we circulated them. It was natural that the

discussion on our tirst set of documents in the lower units, i.e.,

area committees and down below went on for about two months'

and we stafied receiving tleir criticism from May onwards' We

immediately attended the criticism and started working on this

documentandittookSometwornonthst,oprepareandtinaliseit.
Since we sent compiehensive document, the 'Andhra Contmittees's

Letter, inMarch itself directing the lower uuits to organise themselves

and continue the anned struggle, there was no occasion to complaiu

that we had provided no guidance. The time gap that appean should

be understood in this context.

Though most of the comrades at Iower levels, mainly area

committeesandimportantcornra<lesdownbelow,laiddownarms
in violation of instructions we issugd, on our individual responsibility

irnmediately atler police action, a good number of them' realising

their mistakes, reorganised themselves and guerilla squads with the

remaining cadres and continued the armed struggle as disciplined

soldiers of the party; though some of the leaders of the are:t

committees..........coultJ not reconcile themselves to continuing the

armed struggle they did not stage revolts or break away ttom the

organisation, as it has been the practice of the last one decade and

more.

The leadership of Huzurnagar Area Committee could not

reorientate itself to the new line tbr some time; it gradually changed

itself and continued armed struggle to some extent' The Palwancha

leadershipleftthestruggleareaforgoodandwentintotheinterior
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area of the forests, with the remaing squads, where there was no
need for resistance because there was no military offensive and
people were not in action. The Tiruvuru organiser, not reconciled
himself to the new line, organised some raids on individual rich
men's houses, looted money, gold and other valuables, betrayed
secrets to the police resulting in the death of many a valuable
comrade and sympathisers of our party. Aller this treachery, he
lell the place once and for all, and took shelter with a top Congress
man who had his property in an adjacent state. He lived there
for the rest of his lif-e not to be seen again by the people in Andhra
who knew him. The only comrade who dit-t-ered to begin with
but was convinced of the need of continuing the armed struggle
aller we issued this documen[ was Muthaiah of Munagala paragana.
He continued the armed sfuggle with convictions of a communist
revolutionary and died a martyr's death after some time.

It was clear frorn this that there was certain anount of inner-
party democracy to enable the comrades expressing their diff'erences
with the line the leadership was tbllowing without 1'ear, and their
dilTerences were trken into consideration and criticised in a way
that a healthy discussion could be possible while implementing
the line. No action was taken against them lbr their expressing
their di11'eriug views. There were some black sheep in the leadership
of the area committees who ret'used to implement the line and
did not reconcile with it. They could sabotage the armed struggle
[o certain extent. Barring this, we could reorganise and continue
the armed struggle with tlie remaiuing cadres and guerilla fbrces
so that we coulcl consolidate the struggle areas and extend it to
the adjacent districts and tbrest area. This is how inner-party
democracy and discussion helped us in overcoming the diftbrences
and continue the armed struggle. Unlike this, today there is a
tendency from those who are supposed to have ditTerences to assert
either not to implement the line till the discussions are over or
lbnn themselves into a group by disrupting the organisation and
the movement.

This attitude of theirs has nothing in common either with the
experience of the party or the principles of revolutionary party
organisation. We should fight this disruptive terdency to the tinish
and unify the organisation and the movement in a proper way.

L
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VII

There are cer[ain similarities between the wrong views expressed

by the present-day leaders of various parties and groups' and those

that were expressed and dealt with in this tlocurneut. '['he CPI holds

that it was wrong to continue the irmed sruggle after the police

action and abandoned the gains. They proved to be wrong because

Congress is no lriend of the people. We could det'end the gains

as long as we continued the armed struggle. As and when we laid

down the arms the C-ongress regime liquidated all those gains, i'e',

land etc., and restored landlordism. We can see the domination

of landlords even todaY.

The CPI(M) argues that it was corect to continue the armed

struggle after the police action and it was also correct to withdraw

it in 195 1 belbre the elections. The armed struggle which continued

for three long years after police irction could also continue

subsequently and there was no reason why it should have been

withdrawn lralf way. 'Ihe very tact that the revolutionz[y gains,

the land and ilrmed guerilla tbrces, were liquidated alter the withdrawal

Ieading to shrinking of our mass base to the minimutn shows that

their views are wrong.

Those who claim themselves to be revolutionaties, especially

Chandra Pulla Reddy (CP), say that armed struggle should be

conductedwithout land tlistribution, or express views similar to some

extent with those who advocated the above-mentioned views. If
one says 'no land distribution and no armed struggle', CP says 'no

lanil distribution but armed struggle'. Here both are cornmon in

their views so tar as abandoning the distribution of land and abolition

of landlordism are concerned. The dittbrence will be only about

the need tbr armed struggle. Ihe CPI (M) advocates tbrmally that

armed struggle rnay be conducted as a partial struggle tbr some

partial demand withttut raising question of seizing power' CP also

advocates that armed struggle can and should bc cottducted without

distributing the land of landlords. T'hus his raising the question

of seizure of power becomes too formal- Now both CPI and CPM

took up the parliamentirry path. Therefbre what the CPM says has

no meaning because of its adopting parliitmerrurry path. Renouncing

distribution of land of the landlords and seizure of power is common

to all, i.e., CPI, CPM and CP group. To say that there can be

an armed struggle witlrout land distribution and seizure of power,

as CP advocates, has no rneaning and is purposeless and it is a
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take armed struggle and not a _genuine one. It is nothing but trading
with the idea of irmed struggle.

The comrades who advocated political retreitt and withdrawal
of armed struggle atter police action wanted that the revolutionary
gains should be abandoned and prepiuations should be made atiesh
for anned struggle. CP advocates 'armed struggle' for armed struggle
without linking it to the basic revolutionary gains, i.e., the distribution
of the land of the landlords, setting up of Crram Rajyas. Thus
there is a certain aflrount of cornmonness irl having no revolutionary
gains between these two.

The tbrmer was honest enough to advocate withdrawal, but the
latter (CP), in order to pose himself a revolutionary, does not admit
this. Instead he wants an 'ir.rmed struggle' for armed stmggle sake
etc.

This is how the sarne mistakes, wrong trends, deviations appear
under new conditions and in new tbrms. Now that the people and
the revolutionaries are likely to be carried away -- in fact they
were carried away with such slogan as armed struggle -- the new-
corners in the tield needed 'letl' slogans to enforce their rightist
views and programmes. CP is one who is implementing his rightist
programme with left slogans. There are some ott\ers who take similar
attitude. Of course people have realised the fraud played upon
them and are not believing what the new slogan-mongers say. They
aue discarding them and embracing the revolutionary mass line we
are advocating.

VIII
This document was prepared by me as a draft and was adopted

by the Secretariat of the Andlrra Provincial Committee*. There
were no important changes made by the Secretariat when it was
adopted. I do not remember if any minor changes were made at
that time. Even if some were made they are of rto consequence.
As it stands today, the rest of the Secretariat members left the politics
of this document. I do not want to comment here on them.

There was some scope to improve this document. But I preferred
to publish it without any such changes so that readers may know
my views and the situation existing then as they were at that time.

xSecretariat cousisted of Chandra Rajeswara Rao, Secretary. p. Sundarayya. M.
Basavapunniah, B. Narasimha Reddy and rryself.
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PART . III

KARL MARX'S DEATH CENTENARY

To Make The Indian Revolution A Success Is

Our Best Tribute To Marx

Karl Marx, the founder of Marxism -- the scientitic socialism

-- was born in the city of Trier, Germany, on May 5, 1818. His

was a well-to-do family. During his higher education he was

intluenced by leftist ideas and becarne a revolutionary. He was

introduced to Engels in 1844, and eversince, they were colleagues

till the end of Mirx's lif'e. Together they developed scientific and

revolutionary theories in the realms of philospophy, economics and

socialism. They developed contacts with contemporary revolutions

and revolutionary movements and led them. In this connection'

Marx wrote many works. The small bookelt he wrote, the Communist

Manifestct is known to us all. Capital was his most voluminous

writing. In this work, written in three volumes, Marx exhaustively

dealt with fte capitalist system, criticised all the contemporary theories

and developed his own scientific theory. Though his theories are

not accepted by representatives of the bourgeoisie, even today they

are regarded as authority by communist revolutionaries all over the

wodd. Even others regard them as standard.

He experienced the worst sufferings of poverty. His lit'e is a

great ideal lbr all revolutionaries. He carried on his ideological

work and revolutionary practice until he breathed his last on March

14, 1883.

While understanding the teachings of Marx, we should remember

what he said in one of his letters to Joseph Weydemeyer, his friend.

Marx wrote:

"..........As to myself, no credit is due to me for
discovering the existence of classes in modern society,

nor yet the struggle between them. lnng before me,

bourgeois historians had described the historical
rlevelopment of this struggle of the classes, and

bourgeois economists, the economic anatomy of the


